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Knowledge according to Socrates
• Knowledge is innate (we are born with it)
• Science is discovering what we already know
• The good is knowledge
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Scientific Publishing
• Original reports of data/theory
• Assert priority
• Correspondence between scientists
• Paper making technology (China 105)
• Movable-type printing (China 1040)
• ”Gutenberg” printing technology (Korea <1403)
• Silver & gold from America (1492-)
• The two first scientific journals (1665)
– Philosophical Transactions (London)
– Journal des Savants (Paris)
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Scientific Journals
• Acceleration around 1760
• Since then: doubling every 15-20 years
• (Springer 1842. Politics, agriculture, mathematics)
• 1880: articles often 200-300 pages 
• 1920: research split up in many short articles
• Now over 180.000 journals/report series
• Approx 20.000 peer reviewed 
1 5M i d ti l / b 2000 bli h• .  peer rev ewe  ar c es year, y  pu s ers, 
read by 15M scientists
• 1969 – Internet 
• 1989 – WWW
• 1991 – arXiv at LANL
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• (SpringerLINK 1997)
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Journal publishing is changing
• from print on paper to print on line 
• f i di id l lib i t tirom n v ua  rar es o consor a
• from subscriptions to licences
• from individual titles to collections 
• from journal to article
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Expectations are also changing
• f l ti t h irom se ec on o compre ens veness
• from print to electronic 
• f t t l t lti dirom ex ua  o mu -me a
• from fast to immediate
• from browsing to searching
• from dissemination to formalization
• from reading to mining
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Thanks to Jan Velterop
Paleontology as 
Metaphor
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Thanks to Jan Velterop
...for Scientific 
Publishing


















Not the strongest survive;
not the most intelligent;
t th t d t blno  even e mos  a ap a e;
but those not mis-adapted  .
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How to survive?
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Examples OA Springer
• Biomed Central – Physmath Central
O Ch i & S i O• pen o ce  pr nger pen
• Experiments in Germany, Holland, China, etc
• SCOAP3
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SCOAP3  --- by country (10Meur)
• Fair-share: contribute as per peer-review usage
• J. Krause et al. CERN-OPEN-2007-014
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Socrates / Plato revisited
• Four levels of knowledge:




• Translates to four Springer products!!
1.Structured search for knowledge – SpringerProtocols
2.Mathematics – ZMATH
3.Properties of matter – SpringerMaterials
4.Images - SpringerImages




• the World’s largest collection of life science protocols
• (“kitchen recipes”)
• over 22,000 and growing with over 2,000 per year
• Methods in Molecular Biology
• Methods in Molecular Medicine, etc
• Editor = John M Walker – the creator of the protocol standard
• interactive (web2.0)
• video protocols
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ZMATH
• www.zentralblatt-mathematik.org/zmath
• the World’s largest and longest running review 
database in pure and applied mathematics
• years 1824 – now
• over 2,900,000 entries
• over 3,500 journals and 1,100 serials
• over 120,000 new entries per year
• Mathematics Classification Scheme (MSC2000)
• European Mathematical Society
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SpringerMaterials
• www.springermaterials.com
• properties of matter – physics /chemistry /material science
• continuation of Landolt-Boernstein (since 1883)
• the “Rolls Royce” of Springer
• over 1,000 editors scanning the World literature
• entries by periodical table, combinations of elements
• * Particles, Nuclei and Atoms
• * Molecules and Radicals
* El t i St t d T t
* Particles, Nuclei and Atoms
* * Thermodynamics
* Multiphase Systems





* Astro- and Geophysics






• scientists search for the image, the graph, the table!
• over 2,200,000 images
• all subjects!
• half is medicine / biomedicine
• user-friendly
• easy to export and use images
• allowed!     (if not commercial)
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ευχαριστώ!
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